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	A Complete Head-to-Toe Guide to the Most Current Techniques and Technologies for Aesthetic Rejuvenation -


	Uniquely Organized by Body Region


	Written by three of the field's leading experts,  Aesthetic Rejuvenation is a practical, in-depth guide covering the most up-to-date anti-aging techniques and technologies.


	Organized by body region rather than technique or problem, this unique guide includes anatomical highlights and danger zones, treatment planning, procedure, and possible complications for each specific area. The authors also discuss treatment for scars and stretch marks.


	Complete with detailed illustrations throughout,  Aesthetic Rejuvenation covers the most popular techniques in cosmetic dermatology, including:

	
		Botox injections
	
		Fillers and peels
	
		Lasers and photodynamic light therapy
	
		Liposuction
	
		Non-ablative treatment
	
		Fractional resurfacing techniques
	
		Cosmeceuticals
	
		Threads and mini-lifts
	
		Herbal and vitamin therapies
	
		Tightening devices
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Joe Celko's Trees and Hierarchies in SQL for SmartiesMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
In my book SQL For Smarties 2nd edition (Morgan-Kaufmann, 2000),
I wrote a chapter on a programming technique for representing trees and
hierarchies in SQL as nested sets. This technique has become popular enough
that I have spent almost every month since SQL For Smarties was released
explaining the technique in Newsgroups and...
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Computers, Pattern, Chaos and BeautyDover Publications, 2001

	Combining fractal theory with computer art, this book introduces a creative use of computers. It describes graphic methods for detecting patterns in complicated data and illustrates simple techniques for visualizing chaotic behavior. "Beautiful." — Martin Gardner, Scientific American. Over 275 illustrations, 29...
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The Art of Rails (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
There is a certain state of mind, a certain transient condition that arises, where everything seems to resonate and effort becomes effortless. Athletes call it being in the zone, some others call it flow. Flow has nothing to do with triumph or accomplishment; it isn’t the product of your labors. Flow is the merging of a watchmaker and his...
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Executing Your Business Transformation: How to Engage Sweeping Change Without Killing Yourself Or Your BusinessJossey-Bass, 2010

	Practical, tested, implementable real-world advice for transforming any business and is written by people that have “been there and done that”.


	Changing an organization is tough. Transformation is hard work that should not be attempted by the faint of heart or the weak of mind. But transformation is not rocket...
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Mining Complex Data (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008

	Data mining and knowledge discovery can today be considered as stable fields with
	numerous efficient methods and studies that have been proposed to extract knowledge
	from data. Nevertheless, the famous golden nugget is still challenging. Actually, the
	context evolved since the first definition of the KDD process and knowledge has now...
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Data Converters for Wireless Standards (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
Wireless communication is witnessing tremendous growth with  proliferation of different standards covering wide, local and personal  area networks (WAN, LAN and PAN). The trends call for designs that  allow 1) smooth migration to future generations of wireless standards  with higher data rates for multimedia applications, 2) convergence of...
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